The following information is to be included on all asbuilt Mylars:

1. Sewer and Storm Drain manhole and Cleanout locations with rim and invert elevations. Include Manhole and Cleanout numbers.

2. Fire Hydrant and Water Valve locations. Include Fire Hydrant numbers.

3. Catch Basin locations with grate and invert elevations.

4. Streetlight Conduit, splice boxes and power source locations. Include Streetlight numbers.

5. Survey Monument Locations.


7. Sewer and Water lateral locations. (Sewer – station from manhole) (Water – station from valve) Alternate Method (Sewer and Water)— Distance from common corner of each lot.

8. Top of curb elevation and flowline elevation at beginning and end of each curb return and all gradebreaks.

9. Any deviation from original plans and specs shall be noted; such as type or size of materials used and location.

10. When data is revised to "AS BUILT", the old data shall be lined out, not erased, and new data added.
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